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ment it will be apt to spoil the whole 
pattern. In printing stamp quickly and 
firmly.

eyes and is clever with tracing paper. As 
a matter of fact, it does not require talent 
or genius, simply a little dexterity in 
manual movements and the stick-to-it- 
iveness to* persevere to the end.

Bed curtains, bed spreads, cushion 
ers and divan covers, kimonos, the scarf 
shawls so popular of late and a thousand 
and one dainty things for household and 
personal wear can be decorated in block 
printing. And if a girl is possessed of 
really artistic taste, she can go further 
and copy a scene, a landscape on to a 
block, touch it up with the proper coloring 
and make the impression on rice paper 
and she will have a most charming Jap
anese print, broad and impressionistic in 
scheme perhaps, but a truly effective thing 
that she will not hesitate to hang on the 
wall or frame it in passepartout fashion 
for a friend. It Is the coming craft and 
another year will see the number of work
ers in it not only doubled but trebled.

k
HIS sort of work is practical» for the 
reason that if done in oils the bureau 
covers, cushion covers and the like 

may be laundered—if carefully done—with
out injuring the design. A set of curtains 
done by a young girl which is pictured 
in the illustration gives an idea of what 
may be accomplished in £>lock printing by 
experts in the art. In this case the blocks
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were of several sizes and shapes, and as 
there is a block for every color, it can 
readily be seen what exquisite results can 
be obtained.i 1 f I OOD -lock printing as one of 

% Y / the decorative crafts is receiv- 
X \ J ing its full meed of apprécia- j 
VV tion this winter, and charming. 

table covers, sash curtains, divan 
pillows, magazine covers, bureau 

runners and table squares assume new 
glories when sketched artistically by the 
new process.

It has taken art workers a consider
able time to become thoroughly conversant 
with its "possibilities, but its application 
to house furnishings is at once so evident 
and its field so wide that it now needs

The curtains are quite as 
handsome as any that are imported, and 
though the preparation of the blocks 
meant a good deal of work, once cut they 
can be used indefinitely. The adaptation 
of designs in another interesting feature, 
for a girl of ingenuil
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pick up pfetty 
if she uses herpatterns almost anywl

FURS FOR THE SCHOOu GIRL
haired furs look even larger when made 
up, although in actual 
are not generally as larg 
with furs of short haired animals.

What to do with old fur pieces is often 
quite a problem. Any kind of work on 
fur is sure to be most expensive, the price 
for renovating a muff or stole being often 
well in excess of the original cost. A long 
stole or flat collar and even frequently a 
round boa can generally be patched up 
and attached directly to the collar of the 
jacket of the walking suits.

The new style of opening so far down 
hds brought into great popularity» the fur 
collar fastened directly to the coat. Cer
tainly this fashion is a deliciously warm 
one, but without a fur collar nothing is 
more miserably cold in midwinter than a 
jacket fastened but a few inches above 
the waist line. By attaching an old stole 
in this way the worn part of the fur can 
be dispensed with altogether. Collar and 
revere on the coat should be finished be
neath the fur piece, so that if at any time 
it be preferred not to wear the fur it can 
be removed and the coat still be ready'for 
use.

GVEN if strictest economy must be 
I practised in all other departments of 

her outfit, a girl should make every
lensions they 
those formedno champion to further its cause.

One of the first questions asked by 
those who are a bit unfamiliar with its, 
present adaptation is. How does it differ, 
from stencilling. It is a distinction rather| 
than a difference, for while the block ■ 
printing does all that stencilling does, it! 
goes further and presents a wider field of 
usefulness—or so it appeals to women 
workers in the craft.

That wood block printing lends"a more 
commercial value to the material with
out detracting from its excellence as hand 
work is one of the claims made for it. 
The colors are stronger and more definite 
and,the uniformity of the pattern supplies 

of satisfaction that is frequently

effort to procure a pretty set of furs. An 
old suit will look wonderfully better if 
good furs are worn with it, while for 
afternoon a smart boa and muff of white 
fox or lynx fur will often make a simple 
tailor costume suitable for the most elabo-
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rate wear a school girl could want.
White furs may not be so fashionable 

for the grown-ups this year, but for young 
girls nothing is so much in vogue.

The collar piece should be quite wide 
and flat, unless one large single animal be 

and the muff be wide and flat toworn
correspond. Instead of plain satin to line 
a fur collar shirred or tucked chiffon cloth 
Is generally used this year, and in the 
muff, too, is seen at each opening a nar
row ruching of chiffon.

For school wear a small fur tie is ex
cellent. It is warm and looks trim and 
neat with a severe coat collar, 
brown caracul and brown squirrel are 
attractive made up In this way.

The muffs for this style of collar should 
not be too large. For school wear it is a 
mistake to have costly furs, for no fur 
c«n stand steady usage day in day out 
without quickly becoming shabby. A 
school girl, of course, should never wear 
too handsome furs, but even lynx or 
pointed fox is too delicate to give satis
factory everyday service.

The newest muffs this winter are ex
tremely large and quite flat.. For a young 
girl these so exaggerate ! shapes are never 
in good style, but her seal or caracul muff 

easily 14 by 12 inches with-

a sense
wanting in the case of indistinct stencil 
tracery.

Geometrical designs are more applicable 
to the wood block printing than anything 
else, and as there seems just now to be a 
revival of everything that savors of Ori
entalism this is an added element -in its 
favor. At any rate it is having a won
derful rage, and women who are having j 
their apartments or rooms done over are 
turning them into the hands of decorators 
in block printing and every studio in town 
that makes a specialty of it is rushed 
with orders or with applications from 
girls who are anxious to learn the art.

It is interesting to remember that wood 
block printing is hundreds of years old; 
that ’way back in China, Japan and India 
it was made use of as it is to-day, and 
many of the charming fabrics that come 
to us from the Far East are decorated in

£ToIorix& a.-rxcL'

BlocKs. in the classes at the T. W. 0. A., where 
some of the best block printing in the city 
is done by the students. The color is 
mixed in precisely the same way with gum 
tragacanth or dextrine and the pad is 
done away with.

There is a trick in preparing the fabric 
for printing, for it must be first absolutely 
free from creases so that the design shall 
be printed evenly. Some girls take an 
old ironing board and lay over it several 
thickness of cloth, over which the fabric 
to be printed is tacked. The depth of 
material aids in obtaining a correct im
pression and transfers the paint more 
evenly to the goods. It is always advis
able to take advantage of whatever aids 
one may, such as using pins to guide the 
eye in placing the design correctly. 
Should one block be placed out of align-

Mink andF<our*

Select a pretty design, not too large, and 
trace it on Japanese rice or any firm paper 
with a semi-transparent surface and paste 
it to the block. Have the lines well inked, 
so that when it comes to cutting there will 

! be no confusion. One of the delightful 
things about this craft is that it is possi
ble with very little equipment to get re
sults. For example, very simple patterns 
cut simply with a penknife are as effec
tive as though regular wood carvers’ tools 

i were used.

Frequently a fur collar Is attached to 
the coat by clasps, or is simply basted on, 
so that it can be changed from one gar
ment to another, and a coat worn at one 
time with attached collar, at another with 
a long fur boa.

From a muff too shabby for further as* 
in its original capacity can be concocted 
a most attractive small hat for skating, 
motoring, or, if combined with cloth or 
velvet, for regular school wear. One small 
hat will be found
as a change from the wide brimmed felt 
that is so conspicuous at the moment in 
schoolgirl fashions.

of inestimable comfort

If a girl wishes to go to the expense, or 
if she has already done a bit of wood

may measure 
out being at all conspicuous. The long

tthis fashion. For example, from Japan 
to-day there comes the most artistic 
chintzes, every bit printed by hand in the carvlng aod 80 has the outfit* more elab" 
quaint geometrical designs for which the orate resnlts can be obt^ined- ^ toola 
Band of the Rising Sun is famous. But | sbe'wouid need would eost in the neigh- 
frequently the materials used are not the horhood of $1 and the set consists of three 
sort either in color or weave that will suit cb*8e'8 w*th straight, curved and slanting

edges and three gauges, one with a

Attractive Appurtenances for the Writing Table

range of possibility for every one. It is One of the new ideas is to b«7 “ j hem on top and bottom and sew this on
possible, however, to make extremely!of the stores a small paper covered book to the pieces already covered with silk
pretty desk articles of chintz or denim j of ordinary white steel pins and cover toe slurring it evenly. Of course toe silk 
that correspond with the furnishings in I outside with a pretty ribbon. The latter must be joined at the side. On the top

must be five inches wide, and three-eighths sew a piece of gold metal ribbon and - 
of a yard will be enough to cover two pull in around the neck of the box by a 

The ribbon is turned under the piece of gold gauze ribbon and tie in
a bow. These 'covers look particularly 
well made of old rose silk, but if blue 
is preferred silver ribbon and lace should 
be used.

Many lovely and artistic articles, such 
as book covers, picture frames, &c., can 
be made of odd pieces of old brocade or 
silk combined with bronze braid, and 
among the other things suitable for Christ
mas gifts are the doll work bags described 
a few Sundays ago. Writing boards cov
ered with brocade or chintz, with pockets 
for paper, pens and so on. Small filet 

the shape of the bottom of the talcum ]ace candle and lamp shades are also al- 
box. Cover each of these with a piece ways acceptable.

the demand, and then the joy of adapting 
old ideas to modern textiles is an incentive s^ra3£“t and two with curved edges.

j Paste the design which has been previ- 
It is good for borders, centres or sur-1 0U8*^ traced on the block of pear wood, 

faces, and therefore capable of a variety tben a*™ *8 *n readiness to begin operations, 
of applications. There is an almost Por Tertical liuea U8e the straight chisel 
illimitable field so far as materials and 111 outlining the design and the other tools 
textiles are concerned, for from such in- *nd'cate their uses as the work pro- 
expensive stuff as cheese cloth and un- St88888- Outline the pattern to every last 

delightful hang- detail- After that the paper pattern may 
silk, bur- |be moigtened with water and removed.

Of course the idea is to gouge or chip 
away the background, leaving the design 

TT NX girl that can do stencilling can e^tber in bigb or low relief, according to 
i-\ do the block printing, and if she hap- tbe taste of the craft worker. As a rule 

pens to know a bit about wood carv- j block *n which the design is in marked 
ing so much the better, for if one uas rellef glves the best results. However, 
neither the ingenuity nor the taste to cut *'bla ,is a. mere ™atter of taste and can be 
one’s own wood block—which, by the way, j 0111 ia either fa8hion. 
in a very simple matter—it can be ■ ia tbe aim> of course, in block print- 
bought in certain shops in the city for'*”* t0 press 016 block on a pad of color 
small sums. Of course, if the block is !and *ben upon the material, tons getting 
made there is always greater opportunity ! precise ““Pression of the design, 
for the exercise of originality and artistic' W applied at regular intervals over the 
taste. However, for beginners, it might 8Urface of the textile, and, as may be 
not be a bad plan to start with the blocks1 toagmed. the effect is not only highly 
purchased in the shops, then, when onco IongilwJ but invariably extremely artistic 
familiar with the method, it is always!68 welL

of its own.

the room, and then if every appointment 
of the desk is quite perfect and always 
in spick and span order, the effect will be 
net as good as though each pad or calen

dar was in itself an object of considerable

cases.
flaps of toe paper cover and then toe sides 
are overhanded neatly together. A piece 
of baby ribbon put around toe case, 
tacked in one or two places and then tied 
in a bow, makes a pretty finish,

Another simple and very useful gift 
is a china silk cover for a talcunf powder 
box. For this a quarter of a yard of 
silk is required, a quarter of a yard of 
gold lace and three-quarters of a1 yard of 
gold ribbon gauze an incji wide.

First cut two small pieces of cardboard

bleached cotton quite as 
ings can be made as though 
lap or mummy cloth is used.

raw

value.
From scraps of chintz left over from 

the window curtains or cushion covers 
can be made covers for the engagement 
pad, calendar, note book and check book. 
Corners for a blotting pad can also be 
concocted from stray bits of material by 
covering four tin or cardboard comers 
that can be bought anywhere and these 
slipped on three or four thicknesses of 
blotting paper cut just the correct size of 
the desk. Often an extremely handsome 
blotter is spoiled by being of an awkward 
size for the writing table which it must 
adorn, so that there is really an advantage 

attached to a

It

in using only the corners 
sufficient number of pieces of blotting 

firmly. If »re-possible to go ahead and delve further into p.VEN a very simple block used with 
the detail of the craft on one’s own re- Lordinary printing ink will produce the 
sponsi 11 y. j most artistic results, and a set of bed

As in stencilling, great care and aocu-! hangings of unbleached muslin done for 
racy must be exercised in the craft, Jrat an 0ld fashioned four poster, recently 
that, as a matter of fact, might be a can- seen, were simply stunning. And the 
tion that would apply to any decorative common red ink of commerce if applied 
work of the sort. While some workers to the same material is capable of won- 
use pi ne for their block—this on the sup- derfully effective results. Formerly bed 
position that if a girl is intending to cut spreads and bed hangings were 
her own block it is. easier—others prefer this fashion, and it is a not at all un
close grained wood, like pear. It is an common sight to see a square of such a 
erroneous impression that pine is easier to spread framed and hung up in a home 
cut than a wood of harder fibre, for the where old fashioned things are loved for 
mere fact of its softness gives the knife their artistic as weU as practical value, 
the opportunity of slipping, so that it re- Naturally the utilization of colors adds 
quires a well trained hand to manipulate tremendously and is productive of much 
the tool. more artistic results.

Fear wood, therefore, Has bees found As soon as the block is ready then 
most satisfactory, and small pieces-can be comes the consideration of the color 
obtained at any woodworker’s or cabinet pa(j. Here there is still another 
shop. Blocks may be cut anywhere from 
one-half inch to one and a half inches in 
tli ii UhesiiZthough the latter depth is pref
erable, as it is easier to hold firm when 
Jinking the impression. The surface

paper to hold them on 
ferred, of course, the corners may be glued 

piece of heavy cardboard that has 
first been cut to exactly fit the table on 
which the writing pad is to be placed.

A check book cover is a new idea of 
the winter, and an excellent one it is, too. 
It is always more convenient to keep a 
check book near at hand, either out on 

in one of the

t jty /HAT a pity that those girls stand 
yV so awkwardly!” sighed the April 
” Grandmother, as through her 

lorgnette she surveyed several rows of 
white garbed graduates who were about 
to receive their sheepskins. “Every one 
of them might have been made erect 
and graceful had a small portion of the 
time that they have been daily devoting 
to logic or psychology been used to train 
them how to stand close to a wall in such 
a way that the back, head and feet would 
form a straight line against it—a method 
which tends to straighten the shoulders, 
force forward the chest and upraise the 
chin. Then by resting the weight of the 
body on the balls of the feet, keeping 
the knees straight and the abdomen flat, 
the posture cannot fail to be graceful.

“Some girls appear to stand awkwardly 
because they have round shoulders,” ex
plained toe April Grandmother. “That 
misfortune may be overcome by persever
ing in the practice of touching the elbows 
behind the back. Of course, this exercise 
is not easy just at first, but it is the best 
possible for straightening the shoulders 
and is especially commended to the stout

girl, as it will certainly make her supple 
and will probably lengthen her waist line.

“That plump little girl on the back 
row,” continued the April Grandmother, 
waving her fan in the direction of a grad
uate who appeared to be about four feet 
square, “is taking one of the best means 
for improving her standing position, as in 
here efforts to see over the heads of those 
in front of her she has raised herself 
upjp her toes and is stretching her neck 
upward.

“The most common fault to which 
school girls are prone is that of placing 
more weight on one fleet than on the other 
while standing. This attitude not only 
makes the hips look uneven but it is in
jurious to the feet. The best method of 
overcoming it is to make a daily practice 
of walking about with a dish of water 
balanced upon the head. I do not pretend 
that this is an easy thing to do, but 
certain it is that the girl who acquires 
this gymnastic accomplishment canny 
fail to stand erectly, and if she continues 
its practice she will retain a graceful 
bearing years after she has forgotten the 
principal events of her graduation day.”

to a
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the writing table or 
ni—on Holes in nlain view, but if the 

odd pieces el material before putting it check j^ ^ its brown or black

be added to give the proper consistency. 5^^ if the check book, the account 
If oils are need they should first be dt- book (and surely every girl keep* strict»3a,Hs es«T. lb, veto, -ith a. 1-* ...rat of okjdd
paint used. The same method is followed are heatiy covered alike in pretty
with the dyes and opaque colors, though „hinn, the desk will surely be as attrac- 
to (he former may be added simply mud- tire to look upon as the most critical

could wish.

neither is so well liked as the wood for 
toe foundation.

Over the pad the color is spread. The 
wood block is pressed Into the color and 
stamped quickly and firmly on the ma
terial. A different pressure will be needed 
according to the quailty of the material 
used. A light pressure is given a thin 
material and a firm impression such a 

_ , ... fabric as burlap or crash. In fact, the
of selection. Cheese cloth in many layers latter frequently must be hammered in
is sometimes used as a foundation for the order to receive a perfect impression bo*
pad, but, generally speaking, several lay- ag to llne ^ oolor.
ere of felt are preferred. Best of all U jt i* the aim to get a good Impression 
to select a square of wood quite a bit well colored without too much paint, so 

oi.'.iiid be very smooth, so that no ineuunl-j larger than the block and cover with sev- that It is best after pressing the block
<>es 111 (in- grain catch in the fabric and eral thicknesses of felt This should be on the r*11 to wipe off any superfluous

lacked in place ; otherwise it will slide color with a piece of waste Cloth that if
and become annoying. A piece of glass is la advisable to have at hand. In fact, it
sometimes used, or even a plate,' but is always safest to taut the result on some

I
book cover

lags.
Great care should be taken lest the color 

Hein too great quantities on the left, else 
the block will take up too much and toe 
design be spoiled. Many craft workers pre
fer to apply the color to the block with a 
broad flat brush, and this plan is adopted

Girls’ Christmas Presents.
• OW Is the Hm« of year when the girl 

\J with many friends and a small allow- 
v begins to think of Christmas

61: ih srrny the uniformity of tbe design. 
Fin lie the hi rface well before applying 
il.*- design sn j sand paper as well. presents. 80 many pretty as well as ax
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